A Message from the Secretary

Dear Reader:

This is the age of information. Readers and researchers have a wealth of information at their fingertips through libraries and computers.

To help you find Illinois government documents, I am pleased to provide this comprehensive guide to Illinois state publications. By Illinois law, copies of state government publications are required to be filed with the Illinois State Library.

The following preface provides information on obtaining these publications, including electronic publications.

For more information regarding this publication, please contact the State Library. For more information about programs and services of Illinois libraries and the Secretary of State’s office, please visit www.cyber-driveillinois.com.

We look forward to serving you.

Jesse White
Secretary of State & State Librarian
PREFACE

Following is a comprehensive listing of Illinois State Government publications deposited with the Illinois State Library from January through December 2008. Publications received in sufficient quantities for distribution are marked with an asterisk (*) and are available at the Illinois Document Depository Libraries. Items marked with an “e” are ephemeral and need not be retained by all depositories. Items marked with a dollar sign ($) supersede previous issues.

All publications listed are available for use or loan at the Illinois State Library. Publications needed for personal use or for another library’s collection should be requested directly from the issuing agency.

Publications are listed in alphabetical order according to the keyword of the issuing agency. “See” references and OCLC numbers have been added for your convenience. All electronic publications and items received on microfiche are listed in a separate section. State of Illinois electronic publications also may be accessed through the State Library’s Electronic Documents Depository at ediillinois.org.

For more information regarding this publication or the Illinois Documents Depository Program, please contact: Illinois State Library, Gwendolyn Brooks Building, Collection Management, 300 S. Second St., Springfield, IL 62701-1796, 217-782-6304.
ACCESS TO BENEFITS AND SERVICES, TASK FORCE ON; AND DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES; AND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES.
* Access to benefits and services report in response to Senate Resolution 218/House Resolution 462 94th General Assembly. 2008. 28p. 1363.8 I29b sr OCLC# 244246514

ADMINISTRATIVE AND REGULATORY SHARED SERVICES CENTER, ILLINOIS.
* @ Consolidation and reorganization activities as of May 31, 2008, pursuant to Executive Order 2006-6. May 30, 2008. 2p. 1352.29 I29r no.2006-6 OCLC# 127114710

ADMINISTRATIVE CODE DIVISION. INDEX DEPARTMENT. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
* @ Illinois register. Yearly index volume 31 issues 1-52, January 5, 2007 through December 28, 2007. 2008. 1 vol. (Price: $290.00) I348.02 ILLI CUMU 2a INDEX OCLC# 54533145

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE ILLINOIS COURTS.
* @ Annual report of the Illinois courts, administrative summary, 2007. 2008. 52p. 1347.773 ADMI OCLC# 31323475
* @ Annual report of the Illinois courts, statistical summary, 2007. 2008. 147p. 1347.773 ADMI 2 OCLC# 31878244

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES, JOINT COMMITTEE ON. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

AFRICAN AMERICAN ADVISORY COUNCIL. DEPARTMENT OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES.
* @ African American Advisory Council newsletter. Winter/Spring, 2005 – Fall, 2008. I362 I29aa OCLC# 94390660

AGING, DEPARTMENT ON.
* @ FY 2008 home delivered meals report. 2008. 78p. OVERSIZE I362.6 HOME OCLC# 61279265
* @ Serving minority seniors: a report to the Governor and the Illinois General Assembly, 2005. 2006. 62p. I362.6 SPEC 3 OCLC# 48020590
* @ Serving minority seniors: a report to the Governor and the Illinois General Assembly. 2006. 2007. 69p.

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS SERVICE, ILLINOIS.
* @ Illinois farm report. vol. 28, no. 16 - vol. 29, no. 15. December 24, 2007 - November 12, 2008. 1338.1 I29fr 2 OCLC# 6999208
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2008. 2008. 1 vol. I331.133 AGRI OCLC# 50037178
* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2008. 2008. 1 vol.
* @ Agricultural areas annual report, 2007. 2008. 6p. 1631.47 I29a OCLC# 17425505
* @ Illinois voluntary limestone program, 2008. 2008. 13p. I380.142516 ILLI OCLC# 12677314

AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF. COUNTY FAIRS BUREAU.
* @ Illinois county fair dates, 2008. 2008. 1 folded sheet. I94.6 ILLI 4 OCLC# 54712520
* @ Recapitulation report of 2007 Illinois county fairs. 2008. 118p. I630.74 I29re2 OCLC# 54935252

APPELLATE DEFENDER, OFFICE OF THE STATE.
* @ Annual report, fiscal year 2008. 2008. 1 vol. I347.9773 ILLI OCLC# 34001590
* @ Illinois criminal law digest. October/December, 2008. (web site: http://www.state.il.us/defender/digest.html) I348.043 ILLI OCLC# 14079072

ARCHIVES, STATE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
* @ Discovering family and local history. 2008. brochure. I929.1 DISC OCLC# 44489083
* @ For the record: newsletter of the Illinois State Archives and the Illinois State Historical Records Advisory Board. vol. 22, no. 1 - no 3. Winter - Fall, 2008. I025.171 FOR 2 OCLC# 49263320
* @ Mapping your past: genealogy at the Illinois State Archives. 2008. brochure. I929.1 MAPP OCLC# 28443669

ARTS COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.
* @ Affirmative action plan, FY09. 2008. 1 vol. I331.133 ARTS OCLC# 44010099
* @ Annual report, fiscal year 2007. 2008. 12p. I351.854 I29ar OCLC# 11059379

ATTORNEY GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE.
* @ Affirmative action plan for fiscal year 2009. 2008. 1 vol. I331.133 ATTO OCLC# 41063177
* @ Selected opinions. no. 07-001 - no. 08-002. December 24, 2007 - October 16, 2008. I340 AS OCLC# 7212017

AUDITOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE.
* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I331.133 I29a OCLC# 51236425
* @ Alumni Association of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, compliance audit, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 19p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SIUEA OCLC# 11254859
@ Alumni Association of Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 23p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a SIUEA 4 OCLC# 50096064

@ Annual financial audits for the year ended June 30, 2007 for the: University of Illinois, University of Illinois Auxiliary Facilities System, University of Illinois Willard Airport Facility, University of Illinois Health Services Facilities System. 2008. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a UI 22 OCLC# 42253336

* @ Annual Illinois audit advisory: emerging and potential audit issues, 2008. 2008. 4p. I657.835 ANNU OCLC# 38087920


@ Association of Alumni, Former Students and Friends of Southern Illinois University, Incorporated, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 17p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a SIUA OCLC# 11254811

@ Association of Alumni, Former Students and Friends of Southern Illinois University, Incorporated, financial statements and independent auditors' report, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 26p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a SIUA 4 OCLC# 43767529

@ Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission, financial audit and compliance examination, for the two years ended December 31, 2007. 2008. 34p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a SCA a OCLC# 52006951

@ Board of Examiners, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 31p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a IBOE OCLC# 64559959

@ Board of Higher Education, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 43p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a BHE 3 OCLC# 65639476

@ Capital Development Board, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 37p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a CDB OCLC# 06432584

@ Chicago State University Foundation, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 18p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a CSUF 2b OCLC# 47129513

@ Chicago State University Foundation, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2008. 2008. 24p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a CSUF c OCLC# 47129852

@ Chicago State University, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 76p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a CSU 9 OCLC# 65639584

@ Chicago Technology Park Corporation, financial audit and compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 40p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a CTPC OCLC# 65512533


Court of Claims, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 50p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CC OCLC# 05879658


Department of Human Services, Andrew McFarland Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 38p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a AMZC 6 OCLC# 5619853

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a WDC 4 OCLC# 55654308

Department of Human Services, Chester Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 37p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a MHCC 4 OCLC# 55654327

Department of Human Services, Chicago Read Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 38p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a MHCCR 5 OCLC# 55654327

Department of Human Services, Clyde L. Choate Mental Health and Developmental Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 50p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SHA 4 OCLC# 55654340

Department of Human Services, Compliance Examination - Central Office and Department-wide Financial Audit, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 245p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a HUMA 4 OCLC# 44631556

Department of Human Services, Elgin Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 43p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SHE 5 OCLC# 55667086

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ELMR 5 OCLC# 55667077

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a HDSZC 5 OCLC# 55667038

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ICRE OCLC# 55629218

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SFTD 4 OCLC# 55667056

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a BSSS 6 OCLC# 77514421
Department of Human Services, Jack Mabley Developmental Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 38p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SSD 10 OCLC# 55658750

Department of Human Services, Jacksonville Developmental Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 37p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SHJ 6 OCLC# 56189861

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a JMJZ 5 OCLC# 55654379

Department of Human Services, Shepro Developmental Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 39p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a SHK 6 OCLC# 55654296

Department of Human Services, Tinley Park Mental Health Center, limited scope compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 42p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a MHCT 5 OCLC# 55654286

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a WGMC 6 OCLC# 55654270

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a WAHD 6 OCLC# 55658744

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a WWFC 7 OCLC# 55654402

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DL 3 OCLC# 43792741

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DNRC 2 OCLC# 69243221

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DPH 2 OCLC# 6296824

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DR-a OCLC# 06188569

Department of Revenue, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 69p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a DR 9 OCLC# 48812336
@ Department of Transportation, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 254p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a DOT 4 OCLC# 44003041

@ Department of Transportation, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 55p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a DOT 7 OCLC# 4400212

@ Drycleaner Environmental Response Trust Fund Council of Illinois, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 23p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a DERT 2 OCLC# 51917770

@ Eastern Illinois University, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 98p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a EIU 2a OCLC# 5961869

@ Eastern Illinois University, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 62p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a EIUd OCLC# 47354792

@ Educational Labor Relations Board, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 29p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a ELRB OCLC# 17950268


* @ Financial, compliance, and program audit for the Village of Robbins' use of municipal economic development funds, 2007. 2008. 38p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) (PURL: http://itedi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/10/60.html) 1350.7232 I29a ROBB OCLC# 48259373


@ General Assembly, House of Representatives, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 33p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a GAH a OCLC# 11199688

@ General Assembly, Senate, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 32p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a GAS a OCLC# 11199722

@ Governor's Office of Management and Budget, financial and compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 83p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a GOMB OCLC# 56189787

@ Governors State University Alumni Association, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 15p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a GSUA 5 OCLC# 66460326
Governors State University Alumni Association, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007.

Governors State University Alumni Association, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2008.

Governors State University Foundation, compliance audit. for the two years ended June 30, 2007.

Governors State University Foundation, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007.

Governors State University, compliance audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 54p.
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a GSU 2a OCLC# 47290176

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a GSU 9 OCLC# 41584223

Guardianship and Advocacy Commission, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30,

33p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a HRC 2 OCLC# 51977619

Illinois Arts Council Foundation, financial audit and compliance examination, for the two years
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a IACF 3 OCLC# 55038375

(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a IAC 4 OCLC# 55038388

Illinois Board of Admissions to the Bar financial and compliance audit for the two years ended
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ADMI OCLC# 40897342

65p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ICCOCLC# 05761454

Illinois Conservation Foundation, financial audit and compliance examination, for the year ended
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ICF OCLC# 41615244

Illinois Council on Developmental Disabilities, compliance examination, for the two years ended
(web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a CDD 2 OCLC# 55038355


@ Intermediate Service Center #2: West Cook County, financial audit for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 40p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a ISC 2 OCLC# 52072627

@ Intermediate Service Center #4: South Cook County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2006. 2008. 42p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a ISC 4 OCLC# 52072852

@ Intermediate Service Center #4: South Cook County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 41p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a ISC 4 OCLC# 52072852


@ Kankakee River Valley Area Airport Authority, financial audit and compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 24p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a KANK 2 OCLC# 41236003

@ Legislative Audit Commission, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 21p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a LAC 2 OCLC# 05983209

@ Legislative Printing Unit, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 21p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a LPU 2 OCLC# 43748770

@ Legislative Reference Bureau, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 20p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a LRB 5 OCLC# 52006201

@ Legislative Research Unit, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 19p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a LRU 2 OCLC# 43748675


@ Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority, special limited scope compliance audit, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 9p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a METR 5 OCLC# 44624261

@ Northeastern Illinois University, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 81p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a NORT-ca OCLC# 5104488

@ Northeastern Illinois University, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 52p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a NORT 7 OCLC# 55094402

@ Northern Illinois University, compliance examination, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 87p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) 1350.7232 I29a NIU-a OCLC# 09397912


*
HUMA OCLC# 52129463
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Regional Office of Education #34: Lake County, financial audit, for the year ended June 30, 2007.  2008.  72p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a ROE 34 OCLC# 52066324


Report on internal control over financial reporting and on compliance and other matters based on an audit of financial statements performed in accordance with government auditing standards, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 8p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I657.835 I29re 2 OCLC# 71502281


Special limited compliance examination testing of state appropriations to the Public School Teachers' Pension and Retirement Fund of Chicago, for the two years ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 10p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 129a PSTP 2 OCLC# 50095997


@ State Universities Civil Service System, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2007, 2008. 19p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a UCSS b OCLC# 09788775


@ Supplemental digest to Retirement Systems' audits, for the years ending June 30, 2006 and June 30, 2007. 2008. 1 sheet. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I658.3253 I29a OCLC# 123240713

@ Supplemental digest, Department of Human Services, June 2006. 2006. 5p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a HUMA 4 Supp. OCLC# 77561347

@ Supplemental digest, Department of Human Services, June 2008. 2008. 5p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp)


@ University of Illinois Research Park, LLC, compliance examination, for the two years ended June 30, 2008. 2008. 22p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a RESE 4 OCLC# 123013999

@ University of Illinois Research Park, LLC, financial audit, for the years ended June 30, 2008 and 2007. 2008. 21p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a RESE 3 OCLC# 550738787


@ University of Illinois, supplementary financial information and special data requirements, for the year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 111p. (web site: http://www.auditor.illinois.gov/Audit-Reports/ABC-List.asp) I350.7232 I29a UI 24b OCLC# 48271949


BIOFUELS INVESTMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE WORKING GROUP.

Minutes. October 17 - December 26, 2006. I333.79 I29e OCLC# 191685215

BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.

Minutes. September 27, 2005 – September 18, 2007. I004.66 ILLI OCLC# 191696768

CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT BOARD.

Board agenda. January 8, - November 18, 2008. I351.712 I29a OCLC# 6520823

CENTRAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.

Affirmative action plan, FY 2008. 2007. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I351.833 ILLI OCLC# 27378546


Annual real property utilization report, 2007. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I333.11 ILLI 3 OCLC# 99297056


* Flex time annual report, 2007. 2008. 4p. I331 2572 ANNU 2 OCLC# 40243595

* Hispanic employment plan, 2008. 2008. 1 vol. I331.133 I29h OCLC# 63536573


* Small business set-aside program, fiscal year 2008 report. 2008. 4p. I338.642 I29a OCLC# 09767847
Surplus property report, 2007. 2007. 9p. OVERSIZE I333.11 I29ow OCLC# 206227514

CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.
  Manual for mandated reporters. 2006. 1 vol. I362.76 I29m 2006 OCLC# 191675604
* @ Noticias. Fall, 2008. 1362.8468073 NOTI OCLC# 57479276

CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. INSPECTOR GENERAL'S OFFICE.
* @ Report to the Governor and General Assembly, January 2008. 2008. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.state.il.us/dcfs/library/index.shtml) I362.7 ILLI 8a OCLC# 34349536

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
* @ Annual report for fiscal year 2008. 2008. 20p. I351.1 CF- OCLC# 38214558

CIVIL SERVICE SYSTEM, STATE UNIVERSITIES.
* @ Annual report of the State Universities Civil Service System, 2007. 2008. 43p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/04/72.html) I351.6 I29nu OCLC# 05365040
* @ Annual report of the State Universities Civil Service System, 2008. 2008. 44p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/04/72.html)

COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 122p. I351.833 I29aca OCLC# 56713972
* Awards banquet, 2008: Governor's Home Town Award. 2008. 1 vol. I355.62 I29ap 2008 OCLC# 276771433
* Comenzando Su Negocio en Illinois. 2008. 54p. (Spanish) I658.1109 ILLI SPANISH OCLC# 231625252
* E-Commerce business profile. 2008. 68p. I658.8 ECOM 2008 OCLC# 228903657
* @ Economic development for a growing economy (EDGE) tax credit program, annual report 2007. 2008. 29p. I331.12042 EDGE OCLC# 56918367
* Eeek!! There's a worm in my room!: vermicomposting. 2008. brochure. I639.75 EEEK OCLC# 229343107
* Emergency shelter grants program. 2008. brochure. I362.5 EMER 2008 OCLC# 262536144
* Employment Opportunities Grant Program: report to the Governor and the General Assembly. 2008. 3p. I331.133 I29erm OCLC# 213443100
* Enterprise zone annual report, fiscal year 2008. 2008. 11p. I338.9 I29e OCLC# 13433182
* FY 2008 Illinois entrepreneurship network annual report. 2008. 4p. I322.3 ILLI OCLC# 71126949
* Guía para armar un negocio de cuidado infantil. 2007. 11p. (Spanish) I362.712 CHIL 2007 SPANISH OCLC# 191050148
* Guía: cómo establecer un restaurante en Illinois manual. 2007. 48p. (Spanish) I647.95 REST 2007 SPANISH OCLC# 279340585
* Illinois business financing matrix: a guide for loan incentive and grant programs. 2008. 1 vol. I322.7 ILLI 2008 OCLC# 244393344
* Large-customer Energy Analysis Program: reduce the costs of doing business through energy efficiency. 2008. brochure. I363.6 LARG OCLC# 233698252
* Project summaries, 2008. 2008. 1 vol. I307 GOVE 2 OCLC# 45650382
* Resource directory for minorities, women, veterans and disabled persons starting or owning a business. 2008. 67p. I658.04 RESO OCLC# 228655494
* Starting a winery in Illinois: workbook. 2008. 74p. I663.2 STAR 2008 OCLC# 244393809
* Starting your business in Illinois. 2007. 44p. I658.1109 ILLI OCLC# 213352222
* What is the Community Services Block Grant Program? 2008. 4p. I352.7344 WHAT 2008 OCLC# 212372563

COMMERCIAL AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF. COAL DEVELOPMENT OFFICE.

COMMERCIAL AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF. ENERGY AND RECYCLING BUREAU.
* Smart energy design assistance program. 2008. brochure. I658.022 SMAR OCLC# 233573614
COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS FILM OFFICE.
* Pregunte antes de comer: mantenga seguro a los niños que tienen alergias de alimentos. 2008. brochure. (Spanish) 1616.975 PATR SPANISH OCLC# 244481477
* Shoot. Save. Simple.: 20% transferable tax credit 2008. brochure. I332.6 SHOO 2008 OCLC# 244476786

COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS PROCUREMENT TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER.
* @ Illinois Procurement Technical Assistance Center annual report, 2006. 2008. folded sheet. I352.538 ILLI OCLC# 71229527

COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS WORKFORCE INVESTMENT BOARD.
* @ Measuring progress: benchmarking workforce development in Illinois: fourth annual report. 2008. 30p. I331.1143 ILLI OCLC# 69111590

COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF. SMALL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.
* @ Clean air clips. [Spring - Summer, 2008].
   (web site: http://www.commerce.state.il.us/dceo/Bureaus/Entrepreneurship+and+Small+Business/Regulatory+Compliance+Assistance+&+CAC.htm)
   (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/10/31.html) I338.642 CLEA 2 OCLC# 57712275
* Environmental assistance for regulatory compliance. 2007. 6p. I363.7392 ENVI 2007 OCLC# 173659902

COMMERCE AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY, DEPARTMENT OF. STATE BUILDING ENERGY PROGRAM.
* @ Illinois state building energy expense study FY 2007 and projected FY 2008-2010. 2008. 1 vol. I697 ILLI 2 OCLC# 36468381

COMMERCE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
* @ Affirmative action plan, FY 2009. 2008. 140p. I331.133 ICC OCLC# 51176314
* @ Annual report on accidents/incidents involving hazardous materials on railroads in Illinois, 2007. 2008. 1 vol. I385.24 I29ar OCLC# 22187943
* @ Annual report on electricity, gas, water and sewer utilities, 2007. 2008. 1 vol.
   (web site: http://www.icc.state.il.us/ec/library.aspx?key=Electricity&key=annual) I351.82 I29a 2a OCLC# 37703711
* @ Annual report on telecommunications markets in Illinois, 2007. 2008. 48p. I351.82 I29a 4 OCLC# 30338485
   (web site: http://www.icc.illinois.gov/reports/) I388 I29trf OCLC# 18952617
* @ Crossing safety improvement program FY 2009-2013: proposed grade crossing protection fund projects for local roads and streets. 2008. 1 vol. I625.163 ILLI OCLC# 41545191
* @ Opinions and orders. January - December, 2008.
   (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/06/91.html) I343.09 I29oa OCLC# 3601159
COMMERCE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS. RETAIL MARKET DEVELOPMENT OFFICE.
* @ Annual report. 2008. 2008. 6p. I354.49 I29o OCLC# 234074394

COMMUNITY AND RESIDENTIAL SERVICES AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.
* @ Annual report. FY 2007. 2008. 18p. 1362.2 RESI a OCLC# 29976507

COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD, ILLINOIS.
* @ FY2007 adult education and family literacy: report to the Governor and General Assembly. 2008. 4p. 1374 ADUL 3 OCLC# 49343296

COMPENSATION REVIEW BOARD, ILLINOIS.

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN, ILLINOIS.
@ Annual report and financial summaries, 2001. 2002. 1368.382 COMP OCLC# 23068192
@ Annual report and financial summaries, 2005. 2006.
@ Annual report, 2006. 2007. 1368.382 COMP OCLC# 23068192

COMPTROLLER.
* @ Bonded indebtedness and long term obligations, fiscal year 2007. 2008. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.ioc.state.il.us/Office/index.cfm) I336.34 I29ab OCLC# 10503023
* @ Comprehensive annual financial report, fiscal year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 381p. OVERSIZE I336.013 COMP OCLC# 9095406
* @ EEO/AA plan and general policy, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 136p. I331.2 ILLI OCLC# 39084202
* @ Fee imposition report, 2007. 2008. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.ioc.state.il.us/Office/index.cfm) I352.14 ILLI OCLC# 35959137
* @ Fiscal focus. January, 2008. I351.722 I29m3 OCLC# 32786647
* @ Fiscal focus. July, 2008.
* @ Illinois appropriations report, 2008. 2008. 603p. 1336 Fa 2 OCLC# 03181548
* @ Illinois tax expenditure report, fiscal year 2007. 2008. 1 vol. I336.206 ILLI OCLC# 30524249
* Statewide Accounting Management System. Procedure bulletin no. 70. May 30, 2008. loose-leaf. OVERSIZE I627.835 I29e OCLC# 2226214
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY. COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN.
@ Home, yard and garden pest newsletter. no. 1 - no. 20. April 16 - November 19, 2008. I632.9 HOME OCLC# 5111799
@ Pest management and crop development bulletin. no. 1 - no. 25. March 21 - December 5, 2008. I632.05 PEST OCLC# 21434232 Turfgrass. 2006. 100p. (Illinois pesticide applicator training manual 39-1) I632.9504 ILLI no.39-1 2006 OCLC# 152555029

CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF.
@ Annual report, 2005. 2005. 34p. I365.9773 I29r 2 OCLC# 39960314
@ Annual report, 2006. 2006. 44p.
* @ Quarterly report to the legislature. January 1 - July 1, 2008. I365.3 QUAR OCLC# 37358992

CORRECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.

DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
@ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 40p. I331.133 I29d OCLC# 61851627

EARLY LEARNING COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.
* @ Annual report, fiscal year 2008. 2008. 33p. I372.21 ILLI OCLC# 154218127

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL FOR CENTRAL ILLINOIS.
Illinois River Road: now the journey is part of the destination. 2008. 1 map. G4102 .14E63 n2008.F4 OCLC# 244106176

EDUCATION – see also:
COMMUNITY COLLEGE BOARD, ILLINOIS.
HIGHER EDUCATION, BOARD OF.

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF.
* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 1 vol. I331.133 ISBE OCLC# 62288310
* @ Annual report on Illinois charter schools, 2006/2007. 2008. 30p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/htm/00/00/00/00/00/00/52.html) I371.04 ILLI 3a OCLC# 52691066
* @ Annual report on school breakfast incentives, 2008. 2008. 1 vol. I371.716 ILLI OCLC# 46398387
* @ Career and technical education report, FY 2007. 2008. 10p. I371.425 I29c OCLC# 63170775
* @ Catalogue of reports to the General Assembly, 2007. 2008. 1 vol. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/00/51.html) I379.152 I29ca OCLC# 19081653

* @ Comprehensive strategic plan for elementary and secondary education progress report, 2008. 2008. 12p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/14.html) I370.973 ISBE 2 OCLC# 70688975

* @ Illinois agricultural education report, 2008. 2008. 17p. (web site: http://agriculturaleducation.org/) I630.7 I29sbe OCLC# 76159954

* @ Private business and vocational schools' school visitation and complaint report to the legislature, 2007. 2008. 1 vol. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/00/50.html) I373.246 ILLI 4 OCLC# 39084084

* @ Reading Improvement Block Grant, 2007 annual report. 2008. 8p. I372.427 READ OCLC# 191675394

* @ School Finance Authority 2007 annual report & plan, Round Lake Area Schools District 116. 2008. 1 vol. I379 129lsfa OCLC# 54902625

* @ Special education expenditure and receipts summary report May 1, 2008: based on the FY07 annual financial report data. 2008. 1 vol. (web only: http://www.isbe.state.il.us/funding/pdf/sped_pupil reim fiscalpro.pdf) I371.9 I29sp 2 OCLC# 228638656

* @ Summary of approved waivers and modifications: a cumulative report, 1995-2007. 2008. 1 vol. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/00/34.html) I344.773 I29wn OCLC#

* @ Waivers of school code mandates. Spring - Fall, 2008. 77p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/00/22.html) I344.77307 I29w OCLC# 34632218

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF. DATA ANALYSIS AND PROGRESS REPORTING DIVISION.

* @ Illinois Early Childhood Prevention Initiative Program FY 2007 evaluation report. 2008. 13p. I379.112 ILLI OCLC# 69666307

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF. ILLINOIS COMMITTEE FOR AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION AND ILLINOIS LEADERSHIP COUNCIL FOR AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.


EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF. ILLINOIS GROWTH MODEL TASK FORCE.


EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF. NUTRITION PROGRAMS AND EDUCATION SERVICES DIVISION.

* @ Mealtime minutes. January, 2008. I371.716 MEAL OCLC# 45785199

* @ Outlook bulletin board. April, October-December 2008. I371.716 OUTL 2 OCLC# 43414475

EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF. PLANNING, RESEARCH AND EVALUATION DEPARTMENT.

* @ Educational mandates: annual report, 2007. 2008. 10p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/00/00/49.html) I344.73 EDUC 2 OCLC# 30641395
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EDUCATION, STATE BOARD OF. SCHOOL WELLNESS POLICY TASK FORCE.

EDUCATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, ILLINOIS.
* Annual report, fiscal years 2007. 2007. 22p. I331.898 I29sa OCLC# 20157619

ELECTIONS, STATE BOARD OF.
* Candidate's guide, 2009. 2008. 1 vol. I324.6 CAND a OCLC# 09097396
* County officers, 2008. 2008. 103p. I352.0073 I29c OCLC# 5012802
* Early voting: no reason needed to vote early. 2008. brochure. I324.65 EARL 4 OCLC# 25940857
* Election and campaign finance calendar, 2008. 2007. 54p. I324.262 I29eb OCLC# 4687898
* Guide for poll watchers. 2007. 18p. I324.242 I29g OCLC# 6176916
* Illinois poll watchers: their rights and limitations. 2007. brochure. I324.262 I29p 2007 OCLC# 1910913446
* Local election official's handbook for the 2009 consolidated elections. 2008. 1 vol. I324.24 I29eo 2 OCLC# 39966250
* Registering to vote in Illinois. 2008. brochure. I324.64 REGI 2008 OCLC# 228637441
* State of Illinois official vote cast at the primary election general primary, February 5, 2008; special primary 14th Congressional District February 5, 2008. 254p. I324.26 I29pb OCLC# 04960540

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY, ILLINOIS.

EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, DEPARTMENT OF.
* 2007 year in review. 2008. 11p. OVERSIZE I351.834 I29a OCLC# 13020955
* Affirmative action plan, FY 2008. 2008. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I331.133 ILLI OCLC# 32192505
* Illinois unemployment insurance law handbook. Transmittal no. 08-1. February, 2008. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I346.73 ILLI OCLC# 35174781
* Si aprendes mas, ganaras mas: las ocupaciones de salarios altos en gran demanda en Illinois. 2008. 1 folded sheet. (Spanish) I650.1 LEARN SPANISH OCLC# 236963600
ENVIROMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY.

"Ladies and Gentlemen: Turn Off Your Engines!", what you should know about diesel truck idling. 2008. 4p. I363.1798 LAD 2008 OCLC# 259415045

* Affirmative action plan, 2009. 2008. 1 vol. I331.2 ILLI 5 OCLC# 38434221
* Controlled prairie burn: BATH, Inc. landfill, Macon County, Illinois. 2008. 1 sheet. (fact sheet) I363.728 BATH OCLC# 212372528
* Does my business need ... a Pollution Control Permit?: air, land, water. 2008. 24p. I363.7 DOES 2 2008 OCLC# 262535700
* Environmental justice: promoting public health and protecting the environment for all citizens. 2008. brochure. I363.7 ENVI 7 OCLC# 225049628
* Environmental progress. vol. 33, no. 2 - vol. 34, no. 1. Summer/Fall, 2007 - Winter/Spring, 2008. I301.31 ILLI 2b OCLC# 15088929
* Environmental Protection Act. 2007. 221p. I344.046 I29epa OCLC# 98177702
* Illinois volunteer monitoring program newsletter. Spring - Fall/Winter, 2008. I551.482 VOLP b OCLC# 47953387
* Justicia ambiental: promoviendo la salud publica y protegiendo el ambiente para todos los ciudadanos. 2008. brochure. (Spanish) I363.7 ENVI 7 SPANISH OCLC# 225046339
* Nineteenth annual toxic chemical report, 2005. 2007. 15p. (web site: http://www.epa.state.il.us/chemical-safety/toxic-chemical-report/) I363.7384 I29at OCLC# 19339645
* What you need to know about disposing of household hazardous waste & pharmaceuticals. 2008. brochure. I363.7 WHAT OCLC# 271444874

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. COMMUNITY RELATIONS OFFICE.


Groundwater contamination in McHenry, Illinois. 2007. 4p. (fact sheet #2) I363.728 MCHE 2 OCLC# 173659953

Indian refining/Texaco superfund site results of remedial investigation, Lawrenceville, Illinois. 2008. 3p. (fact sheet #14) I363.728 LAW 4 2008 OCLC# 259412831

Right-to-know law better informs Illinois citizens. 2007. 3p. I363.1 RIGH OCLC# 170924035

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. LAND BUREAU.

Nonhazardous solid waste management and landfill capacity in Illinois, 2006. 2007. 1 vol. I363.728 I29a 2 OCLC# 39781768

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. POLLUTION PREVENTION OFFICE.

Recycling mercury vehicle switches in Illinois. 2008. 15p. I615.925663 RECY OCLC# 244247125
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, WATER BUREAU.
* Wetland monitoring and assessment program for the state of Illinois. 2007. 126p. I333.95 WETL OCLC# 212375566

EXECUTIVE INSPECTOR GENERAL, OFFICE OF THE.
* @ EEO/AA policy plan fiscal year 2009. 2008. 124p. I331.133 129eeoaa OCLC# 57479258

FINANCE AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.
* @ Equal employment opportunity affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 1 vol. I351.833 IFA OCLC# 63148403

FINANCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION, DEPARTMENT OF. BANKS AND TRUST COMPANIES BUREAU.
* @ Illinois Banking Act and Related Laws. 2008. 982p. I346.773 ILLI OCLC# 29566977
* @ Illinois Banking Act and Related Laws. 2008. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I346.773 ILLI OCLC# 55594649

FINANCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION, DEPARTMENT OF. INSURANCE DIVISION.
* @ Annual report to the Illinois General Assembly on insurance cost containment, 2008. 2008. 38p. I368.015 I29ar OCLC# 18075992

FINANCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION, DEPARTMENT OF. INSURANCE DIVISION. CONSUMER HEALTH INSURANCE OFFICE.
* @ Annual report of the Office of Consumer Health Insurance, 2007. 2008. 1 vol. I353.69 ILLI OCLC# 45916805

FIRE MARSHAL, OFFICE OF THE STATE.
* @ Annual report, 2007. 2008. 26p. I351.782 Fc OCLC# 8714242

FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH, ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON.
@ Annual report, 2007. 2008. 56p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/04/03.html) I630.7 ILLI 2 OCLC# 45147870

@ Connection. vol. 9, no. 2 - vol. 10, no. 1. Summer, 2007 - Spring, 2008. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/04/02.html) I630.7 CONN OCLC# 56991465

GAMING BOARD, ILLINOIS. DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE.
* @ Annual report, 2007. 2008. 68p. I363.42 ILLI 2 OCLC# 28641626

GENERAL ASSEMBLY – see also:
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES, JOINT COMMITTEE ON.
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL, OFFICE OF.
GOVERNMENT FORECASTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY, COMMISSION ON.
LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMMISSION.
LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU.
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH UNIT.
SENATE.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, STATE. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.


Annual report for active IDOT wetland compensation and hydrologic monitoring sites, September 1, 2006 to September 1, 2007, by Christine S. Fucciol, et at. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2007-05) SOFTWARE I557.7308 OFS 2007-05 OCLC# 187021378

Assessment of the geology and hydrology of two sites for a proposed large dairy facility in Jo Davies County near Nora, IL, by Samuel V. Panno and Donald E. Luman. 2008. 30p. (Open file series 2008-02) I557.7308 OFS 2008-2 OCLC# 245539255

Assessment of the geology and hydrology of two sites for a proposed large dairy facility in Jo Davies County near Nora, IL, by Samuel V. Panno and Donald E. Luman. 2008. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2008-02) SOFTWARE I557.7308 OFS 2008-2 OCLC# 244795683


Coal resource maps and directories. 2008. 1 DVD. I622.334 ILLI 2 2008 OCLC# 232660619


Illinois' ice age legacy, by Myrna M. Killey. 2007. 74p. (Geoscience education series 14) 1557.792 KILT 2007 OCLC# 213487722

Kane County water resources investigations: final report on geologic investigations, by William S. Dey, Alec M. Davis, B. Brandon Curry, Donald A. Keefer, and Curt C. Abert. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2007-7) SOFTWARE 1557.7308 OFS 2007-7 OCLC# 187024919


Late-glacial and early Holocene geology, paleoecology, and paleohydrology of the Brewster Creek site, a proposed wetland restoration site, Pratt's Wayne Woods Forest Preserve and James "Pate" Phillip State Park, Bartlett, Illinois, by B. Brandon Curry, Eric C. Grimm, Jennifer E. Slate, Barbara C.S. Hansen, and Michael E. Konen. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Circular 571) SOFTWARE 1557 Gc-571 OCLC# 212372412

Late-glacial and early Holocene geology, paleoecology, and paleohydrology of the Brewster Creek site, a proposed wetland restoration site, Pratt's Wayne Woods Forest Preserve and James "Pate" Phillip State Park, Bartlett, Illinois, by B. Brandon Curry, Eric C. Grimm, Jennifer E. Slate, Barbara C.S. Hansen, and Michael E. Konen. 2007. 51p. (Circular 571) 1557 Gc-571 OCLC# 212372386


Resource assessment and production testing for coalbed methane in Illinois, by David G. Morse and Ilham Demir. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Open file series 2007-8) SOFTWARE 1557.7308 OFS 2007-8 OCLC# 192005293


GOVERNMENT FORECASTING AND ACCOUNTABILITY, COMMISSION ON. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.


* @ Capital plan analysis, FY 2009. 2008. 59p. I335.1.722 ILLI 3 OCLC# 233635730

* @ Economic outlook & forecast. 2008. 51p. I336.02 ECON OCLC# 221282459

* @ Ethanol industry in Illinois. 2008. 37p. I662.88 EHTA OCLC# 212372598

* @ Funding of elementary and secondary education in Illinois. 2008. 43p. I379.1 FUND 2 OCLC# 276988723

* @ FY 2009 economic & revenue forecast and updated FY 2008 revenue estimate. 2008. 52p. I336.02 I29re9 OCLC# 65219819

* @ Handbook of Illinois pension case law. 2008. 15p. I346.059 HAND OCLC# 206226626

* @ Illinois national rankings in state government financing, 2008. 2008. 33p. I317.3 I29nr 2 OCLC# 63198157


* @ Pensions: report on the financial condition of the state retirement systems. 2008. 82p. I351.5 PENS 2008 OCLC# 225054507


GOVERNOR.
  @ State of Illinois operating and capital budgets, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I351.72 I29b 6 OCLC# 61451965

GOVERNOR. (2003- : Blagojevich)
  * @ Executive order. no. 1. 2008. (Consolidate certain application development, human resources, personnel, payroll, timekeeping, procurement, and financial process) 1353.9 I29ex OCLC# 7316805
  * @ Executive order. no. 2. 2008. (Establishing Interstate 57 between mile post 0 and mile post 106 as the Ken Gray Expressway)
  * @ Executive order. no. 3. 2008. (Further protecting the integrity of state procurements)
    Fiscal year '09 budget. (Accompanies the State of the state and fiscal year 2009 budget address) 2008. 17p. (web site: http://www.illinois.gov/gov/budget/address/) I351.72 I29b 7 OCLC# 212372511
  * @ Illinois capital budget, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.state.il.us/budget/) (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/07/43.html) 1351.72 I29cb OCLC# 57687159
  * @ Illinois state budget, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.state.il.us/budget/) (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/07/15.html) I351.72 I29b 5 OCLC# 03879753

GOVERNOR'S RURAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL.
  @ Minutes. December 9, 2004 – May 22, 2007. I397.1412 I29m OCLC# 191685377

GREEN GOVERNMENT COORDINATING COUNCIL.
  * Guidelines and specifications for the Green Cleaning Schools Act [105 ILCS 140]. 2008. 30p. 1647.96 GUID OCLC# 232149424
  @ Minutes. September 9, 2005 - December 17, 2007. I333.7 I29ggm OCLC# 191684456
  * Sustainability planning guide for Illinois state agencies. 2008. 11p. I363.7288 SUST OCLC# 231746165

GUARDIANSHIP AND ADVOCACY COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
  * @ Annual report, 2007. 2008. 25p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/25/70.html) I351.84 I29a 4 OCLC# 08173392

HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.
  * @ Affirmative action plan, FY 2008. 2008. 96p. I351.833 ILLI 4 OCLC# 236086491
  * @ Medical Assistance Program fiscal year 2006 annual report. 2007. 59p. I362.5 I29ma 4 OCLC# 77116512
  * @ Medical Assistance Program fiscal year 2007 annual report. 2008. 66p.

HIGHER EDUCATION – see also:
  State universities by proper names.

HIGHER EDUCATION, BOARD OF.
  * @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 1 vol. I331.2041 ILLI OCLC# 38212749
* @ Annual report on public university revenues and expenditures: fiscal year 2008. 2008. 1 vol. I379.13 I29re OCLC# 53947211
* @ Annual report to the Illinois General Assembly on public university tuition and fee waivers, FY 2007-2008. 2008. 1 vol. 1378.309773 I29a OCLC# 52499292
* @ Annual report, 2007-2008. 2008. 40p. 1379.16 ILLI OCLC# 48048816
* @ Data book on Illinois higher education. 2008. 209p. (web site: www.ibhe.org) I378 I29d OCLC# 02241411
* @ Directory of higher education, 2008. 2008. 53p. 1378.0025 DIRE OCLC# 01794973
* @ Fiscal year 2009 higher education budget recommendations, operations, grants, and capital improvements. 2008. 130p. 1378.02 ILLI 6 OCLC# 41068232
* @ Report to the Governor and General Assembly on underrepresented groups in Illinois higher education. 2007. 1 vol. I378.1982 I29ru OCLC# 20907357

HISTORIC PRESERVATION AGENCY, ILLINOIS.
* @ Illinois history teacher. vol. 15, no. 1. 2008. I977.3007 ILLI OCLC# 30486348
* @ Illinois history teacher. vol. 16, no. 1. 2009.

Material culture in the Bishop Hill Colony: Restoration inventory for Bishop Hill State Historic Site, by Carolyn Anderson Wilson and J. Hiram Wilson. 1980. 2 vol. I096 WILS OCLC# 54765343


HISTORIC PRESERVATION AGENCY, ILLINOIS. PRESERVATION SERVICES DIVISION.
* @ Historic Illinois. vol. 30, no. 4 - vol. 31, no. 4. December, 2007 - December, 2008. 1977.3 HIST 2 OCLC# 3990610
* @ Journal of Illinois history. vol. 10, no. 3 - vol. 11, no. 2. Autumn, 2007 - Summer, 2008. (Price: $18.00 per year) I977.305 I29ja 2 OCLC# 40045726
* @ Journal of Illinois history. vol. 10 Index. 2007. (Price: $18.90 per year)

HISTORICAL SOCIETY, ILLINOIS STATE.

HOMELAND SECURITY, OFFICE OF. ILLINOIS TERRORISM TASK FORCE.
* @ Annual report, 2007. 2008. 87p. I363.32 ILLI OCLC# 70150136

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.
HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
@ Opinions and decisions. January, 2007 - November, 2008. I351.811 I29h OCLC# 09023458

HUMAN RIGHTS, DEPARTMENT OF. INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYEES WITH DISABILITIES.
@ ICED news. vol. 11, no. 1. January, 2008. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/12/66.html) I331.133 ICED OCLC# 47691930

HUMAN SERVICES – see also:
HEALTHCARE AND FAMILY SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.
PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF.

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF.
@ Affirmative action plan, FY 2009. 2008. 88p. I331.133 I29aap OCLC# 39226474
@ Annual progress report: services for persons with autism spectrum disorder, report to the Governor and General Assembly, 2007. 2008. 14p. I362.1 I29ha OCLC# 77535520
@ Homeless Prevention Program, annual report for FY 2007. 2008. 38p. I362.5 HOME OCLC# 52338103
@ Illinois Emergency Food and Shelter Program and Supportive Housing Program, annual report for FY 2007. 2008. 68p. I363.8 ILLI 2a OCLC# 63931922
@ Institutional services for children with developmental disabilities, severe mental illnesses and severe emotional disorders. 2008. 1 vol. I362.732 I29in OCLC# 226394508
@ Social Services Block Grant pre-expenditure report, state fiscal year July 2007-June 2008. 2007. 8p. I361.6 SOCI OCLC# 185059999
@ Staffing level of bi-lingual employees: as required by Public Act 95-707. 2008. 31p. I353.7 I29s OCLC# 226394729
@ YouthBuild, 2007 annual report. 2008. 64p. I362.7 YOUT 2 OCLC# 234177583

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES DIVISION.
@ Current and potential uses of electronic monitoring and recording. 2008. 14p. I362.1968 I29c OCLC# 213352209
HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. DISABILITY AND BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES DIVISION.
* @ Illinois monthly statistics. December, 2007 - November, 2008. I362.2 I29msb OCLC# 37999727
* @ Illinois statistics, fiscal year 2008. 2008. 97p. OVERSIZE I362.2 I29mhd 2 OCLC# 40552097

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. FAMILY NUTRITION BUREAU.

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. INSPECTOR GENERAL OFFICE.
* @ Abuse and neglect of adults with disabilities, FY08 annual report. 2008. 68p. I362.16 I29ar 2 OCLC# 63668392

HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF. REHABILITATION SERVICES DIVISION.
* @ Centers for Independent Living, annual report 2007. 2008. 61p. I362.4 CENT OCLC# 43351474

ILLINOIS DELEGATION TO THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS.

ILLINOIS HUMANITIES COUNCIL.
Folksongs of Illinois. vol. 3. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Price: $12.99) AUDIO I789.2009773 FOLK no. 3 OCLC# 181157700

ILLINOIS RIVER COORDINATING COUNCIL.
@ Minutes. March 27, 2003 - August 16, 2007. I333.7 ILLI 4 OCLC# 191685117

ILLINOIS SCHOOL LEADER TASK FORCE.

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, NORMAL. DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY-GEOLGY.

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY. BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

ILLINOIS STROKE TASK FORCE. DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
* @ Annual report to the General Assembly, 2007. 2008. 10p. I616.81 ILLI OCLC# 81764979

INTEGRATED JUSTICE INFORMATION SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION BOARD, ILLINOIS.

INTERAGENCY COORDINATING COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.
* @ Status of transition services for secondary students with disabilities in Illinois, Interagency Coordinating Council 2005-2006 annual report to the Governor and General Assembly. 2008. 22p. I362.4 INTE OCLC# 29858485
INTERAGENCY MILITARY BASE SUPPORT AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE.

Minutes. December 12, 2005 - September 13, 2007. I355.7 I29m OCLC# 191685337

INVESTMENT, STATE BOARD OF.

* @ Annual report, 2007. 2008. 96p. (URL: http://iledi.org/pps/meta/html/00/00/00/00/04/73.html)
   I332.672 I29a OCLC# 01789298

* @ Report on emerging money managers, fiscal year 2008. 2008. 3p. I332.6709 MONE OCLC# 61520624

JUVENILE JUSTICE, DEPARTMENT OF.

* @ Quarterly report to the legislature. January 1 - July 1, 2008. I364.36 I29q OCLC# 84661440

LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, ILLINOIS LOCAL.

@ Opinions and orders. January - May, 2008. I331.89 I29o OCLC# 12570754

LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, ILLINOIS STATE.

@ Decisions and opinions of the Illinois State Labor Relations Board. January - May, 2008. I331.89 I29de OCLC# 12625617

LABOR RELATIONS BOARD, ILLINOIS.

* @ Annual report, 2007. 2008. 46p. I351.832 ILLI 2 OCLC# 63537512

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING AND STANDARDS BOARD, ILLINOIS.

* @ Affirmative action plan, fiscal year 2009. 2008. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I331.133 ILLI 2 OCLC# 48170139

* @ Annual report: Intergovernmental Law Enforcement Officers In-Service Training Act, fiscal year 2007. 2008. 1 vol. I363.2 I29a 2 OCLC# 51873398

LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COMMISSION. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.


@ Review of audit. Department of Healthcare and Family Services. no. 4295.
   (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lac/lac_home.html) I350.723 I29r 2 OCLC# 19855739

@ Review of audit. Department of Labor. no. 4290.
   (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lac/lac_home.html)

@ Review of audit. Department of Public Health. no. 4296.
   (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lac/lac_home.html)

@ Review of audit. Human Rights Commission. no. 4292.
   (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lac/lac_home.html)

@ Review of audit. Illinois Student Assistance Commission. no. 4291.
   (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lac/lac_home.html)

@ Review of audit. Labor Relations Board. no. 4293.
   (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lac/lac_home.html)

@ Review of audit. Statewide single audit: Department of Healthcare and Family Services. no. 4297.
   (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lac/lac_home.html)

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

   (Price: $55.00 per year) I347.01 I29ca OCLC# 25169706
Final legislative synopsis and digest of the 2007 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 15.
January 4, 2008. 5 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year) I328.2 L- OCLC# 4039666

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 1.
January 11, 2008. 2 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year) I328.2 L- OCLC# 4039666

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 2.
February 15, 2008. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 3.
February 22, 2008. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 4.
February 29, 2008. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 5.
March 7, 2008. 3 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 6.
March 14, 2008. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 7.
April 4, 2008. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 8.
April 11, 2008. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year) I328.2 L- OCLC# 4039666

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 9.
April 18, 2008. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year) I328.2 L- OCLC# 4039666

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 10.
May 2, 2008. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 11.
May 9, 2008. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 12.
May 16, 2008. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 13.
May 23, 2008. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

Legislative synopsis and digest of the 2008 session of the 95th General Assembly. no. 14.
August 18, 2008. 4 vol. (Price: $55.00 per year)

LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH UNIT. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

1336.185 CAT A OCLC# 24834368

Detailed organization report: Boards and Commissions with Legislative appointments. February,
2008. 3 vol. I328.3455 LRU 2 OCLC# 71783340

3 vol.

Detailed organization report: Boards and Commissions with Legislative appointments. September,
2008. 3 vol.


OCLC# 61212086
* @ First reading. vol. 21, no. 2 - vol. 22, no. 1. January - September, 2008. (web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/lru/lru_home.html) I328.773 FIRS OCLC# 15102200


LIBRARY, STATE. LITERACY OFFICE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
* @ Guide to the Secretary of State literacy effort, 2008. 2008. 41p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/06.html) I374.012 ILLI 2 OCLC# 38309993

* @ How to start an adult volunteer literacy program: getting started in your community. 2008. 14p. I379.24 HOW 2 OCLC# 206232469

* @ Illinois literacy. Winter - Fall, 2008. (web site: http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publications/librarypub.html#illiteracy) (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/07.html) I374.0144 PASS 2 OCLC# 35914413

LIBRARY, STATE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
* @ Annual report, FY07. 2008. 12p. 1027.5 ISL 2 OCLC# 236080692

* @ ILLINET: Interlibrary loan code. Rev. 2008. 15p. 1025.62 ILLI 2008 OCLC# 259409946


* @ Inform quarterly: a newsletter from the Illinois State Library's Reference Section. Winter - Summer, 2008. (web site: http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publications/librarypub.html) (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/77.html) 1025.52 INFO OCLC# 52641950

* @ Insight: a newsletter from the Illinois State Library. March/April - July/August, 2008. (web site: http://www.cyberdriveillinois.com/publications/librarypub.html) (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/01/83.html) 1021.82 ILLI c OCLC# 24171376


LIBRARY, STATE. TALKING BOOK & BRAILLE SERVICE. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE.
Online catalog. 2006. 4p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/36/26.html) 1027.663 I29o 2006 OCLC# 213410444


LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR, OFFICE OF THE.
* @ Annual report, 2007. 2008. 85p. I353.91318 I29a OCLC# 10564586

* @ Walk across Illinois 2007 year in review. 2008. 6p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/22/23.html) 1796.51 I29w OCLC# 191091980
MAIN STREET ADVISORY COUNCIL, ILLINOIS.

Minutes. March 26, 2003 - September 19, 2007. 1309.262 ILLI2 OCLC# 191696880

MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, OFFICE OF.

Official notice of bond sale and bid form $125,000,000 general obligation certificates series of April, 2008. 2008. 1 vol. 1332.6323 GOB OFFI 2008:Apr. OCLC# 244393997

Official notice of certificate sale and bid form $1,200,000,000 general obligation certificates series of April, 2008. 2008. 1 vol. 1332.6323 GOC OFFI 2008:Apr. OCLC# 244393854


Preliminary official statement $1,200,000,000 general obligation certificates of April, 2008. 2008. 1 vol. 1332.6323 GOC PREL 2008:Apr. OCLC# 244393638

MUSEUM, STATE. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.

Events & activities. January/February/March - October/November/December, 2008. 1069 EVEN OCLC# 04656537

Fieldnotes. vol. 20, no. 1. February, 2008. 1069.9 DICK OCLC# 10625711

Impressions. vol. 25, no. 5 - vol. 26, no. 1. January/February - May/June, 2008. OVERSIZE 1069.09773 1291 OCLC# 11292517

MUSEUM, STATE. PUBLIC PROGRAMS. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.

* @ The living museum. vol. 69, no. 4 - vol. 70, no. 2/3. Spring - Summer, 2008. 1069 LIVI OCLC# 1604159

NATURAL HISTORY – see also: COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY. COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN.

NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY. DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES.

* @ Annual report, 2005. 2006. 24p. 1507 I29aha OCLC# 24095763

* @ Annual report, 2006. 2007. 20p.


* @ Illinois Natural History Survey reports. no. 389 - no. 397. Autumn, 2006 - Autumn, 2008. (PURL: http://ieldi.org/pa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/02/20.html) 1574.05 ILLI OCLC# 02447503

* Review of the New World Erythronoeurini (Hemiptera; Cicadellidae: Typhlocybinae) : Genera Erythroneura, Erasmoneura, Rossmoneura, and Hymetta, by Christopher H. Dietrich, Dmitry A. Dmitriev. 2007. 128p. 1507 Nb-38 art. 2 OCLC# 190811665


* Spunky Bottoms restoration of a big-river floodplain. 2007. 44p. (Price: $3.00) 1333.73153 SPUN OCLC# 171165397

* The bad guys! set #1: garden pests. 1998. 32 cards. (Price: $10.00) 1632.77 BADG OCLC# 233573838
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* The bad guys! set #2: landscape pests. 2000. 32 cards. (Price: $10.00) I632.77 BADG 2 OCLC# 233576391

* The ugly guys!: household pests. 2001. 32 cards. (Price: $10.00) I362.77 NIXO OCLC# 232149399


NATURAL RESOURCES – see also:
GEOSPATIAL SURVEY, STATE.
MUSEUM, STATE.
NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY, STATE.
WATER SURVEY, STATE.

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Affirmative action: equal employment opportunities, 2009. 2008. 1 vol. I331.2 ILLI 3 OCLC# 40225961


* Un ano con la vida silvestre. 2008. 23p. (Spanish) I333.7071 YEAR SPANISH OCLC# 231680200

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF, EDUCATION DIVISION.
* Alas, agujones y cosas zanquilargas: insectos de Illinois. 2008. 20p. (Spanish) I595.7 WING 2006 SPANISH OCLC# 262535806


* Illinois natural resources trading cards: set #3. 2008. 65 cards; 1 poster. KIT I333.95 ILLI 2 no. 3 OCLC# 234177665

* Illinois wildflowers. 2008. poster. POSTER I582.13 ILLI 2 OCLC# 264688707


* Simbolos estatales de Illinois. 2008. 1 vol. (Spanish) I977.3 ILLI 14 2007 SPANISH OCLC# 262833514

NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF, WATER RESOURCES OFFICE.
* Executive summary storm drainage system improvement plan, village of Garrett, Douglas County, Illinois. 2008. 1 vol. 1363.34926 STOR 2 OCLC# 225052811

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PRESS.
Adolescent suicide: an integrated approach to the assessment of risk and protective factors, by Peter M. Gutierrez and Augustine Osman. 2008. 222p. (Price: $46.00) I362.280835 GUTI OCLC# I45732829

Before the eyes of the world: Mexico and the 1968 Olympic Games, by Kevin B. Witherspoon. 2008. 212p. (Price: $35.00) I796.48 WITH OCLC# 214067809
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Devil of the domestic sphere: temperance, gender, and middle-class ideology, 1800-1860, by Scott C. Martin. 2008. 204p. (Price: $38.00) 1178 MART OCLC# 173182644

Early American table : food and society in the new world, by Trudy Eden. 2008. 193p. (Price: $37.00) 1394.1 EDEN OCLC# 162501913


Heroin: the treatment of addiction in twentieth-century Britain, Alex Mold. 2008. 236p. (Price: $49.00) 1616.89 MOLD OCLC# 181079171

His kingdom come: Orthodox pastorship and social activism in revolutionary Russia, by Jennifer Hedda. 2008. 297p. (Price: $43.00) 1281.9 HEDDA OCLC# 157504868

Hitler's priests: Catholic clergy and national socialism, Kevin P. Spicer. 2008. 369p. (Price: $34.95) 1282 SPIC OCLC# 175286310

Holy fathers, secular sons: clergy, intelligentsia, and the modern self in revolutionary Russia, by Laurie Manchester. 2008. 288p. (Price: $43.00) I305.6 MANC OCLC# 167504704

Industrializing the corn belt: agriculture, technology, and environment, 1945-1972, by J.L. Anderson. 2009. 238p. (Price: $32.95) 1630.9777 ANDER OCLC# 231581992

Legislating the courts: judicial dependence in early national New Hampshire, by John Phillip Reid. 2008. 224p. (Price: $34.00) 1347.742 REID OCLC# 220858582

Making headlines: the American Revolution as seen through the British press, by Troy Bickham. 2008. 303p. (Price: $38.00) I973.3 BICK OCLC# 231051835


Recipes for Russia: food and nationhood under the tsars, by Alison K. Smith. 2008. 259p. (Price: $40.00) 1394.1 SMIT OCLC# 166273852

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, DEKALB. COLLEGE OF LAW.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, DEKALB. GOVERNMENTAL STUDIES CENTER.

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
FY 2008 DNA testing accountability report. 2008. 6p. I362.25 DNA 2 OCLC# 63674254


Illinois State Police Training Academy: recruit class supervisor. 2008. brochure. I363.2 ILLI 12 OCLC# 271444860

Illinois winter survival guide. 2008. brochure. I363.12 ILLI 2008 OCLC# 236884663

ISP perspective. vol. 6, no. 1 - no. 2. July - October, 2008. I363.2 ISP OCLC# 53174035


Quédarse vivo: evite las cinco infracciones mortales. 2008. brochure (Spanish) I629.276 ILLI 2008 SPANISH OCLC# 264638052


STIC: Statewide Terrorism and Intelligence Center. 2007. brochure. I363.32517 STIC OCLC# 184842542

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. FORENSIC SERVICES DIVISION.


DNA & CODIS: Deoxyribonucleic Acid Combined DNA Index System. 2008. brochure. I363.25 DNA 2008 OCLC# 231625300

POLICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE. LABOR RELATIONS AND SPECIAL PROJECTS OFFICE.

2006 in review. 2008. 11p. I363.22 I29In OCLC# 51166953


POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD.

Annual report, 2007. 2007. 25p. I614.7 I29a OCLC# 1789255

Environmental register. no. 642 - no. 653. December, 2007 - November, 2008. I614.7 I29na OCLC# 8802677

PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER.

Prevention forum. vol. 28 no. 2 - vol. 29, no. 1. Winter - Fall, 2008. I362.20425 PREV OCLC# 8934263

PRISONER REVIEW BOARD, ILLINOIS.

Annual report, January 1 to December 31, 2007. 2008. 20p. I351.8493 I29a OCLC# 09608034

PROPERTY TAX APPEAL BOARD, ILLINOIS.


Synopsis of representative cases decided by the Board during calendar year 2006. 2007. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.state.il.us/agency/ptab/pub/Synopsis.htm) (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/40/74.html) I343.054 I29ap2 OCLC# 39274508

Synopsis of representative cases decided by the Board during calendar year 2007. 2008. 1 vol. (web site: http://www.state.il.us/agency/ptab/pub/Synopsis.htm) (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/40/74.html)
PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Cervical cancer elimination task force annual report, 2008. 2008. 1 p. 1614.5 I29coeF OCLC# 61191201
* @ Illinois health and hazardous substances registry annual report: July 2007 through June 2008. 2008. 45 p. 1614.4 ILLI 2 OCLC# 22746979
* @ Illinois State Genetic Services Plan, 2007. 2007. 15 p. I362.19 ILLI OCLC# 244476790
* @ Long-term care annual report to the General Assembly, 2006. 2007 72 p. I362.16 I2916c OCLC# 53749986
* @ Used tire fund status report. 2008. 10 p. 1614.43 STAT b OCLC# 54526620

PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF. HEALTH STATISTICS CENTER.
* @ Illinois Pregnancy Risk Assessment Monitoring System (PRAMS) surveillance report, 2005. 2008. 1 vol. I363.82 ILLI OCLC# 60631059

PUBLIC HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF. ILLINOIS REGENERATIVE MEDICINE INSTITUTE.
* @ Annual report, 2007. 2008. 36 p. 1616.02774 ILLI OCLC# 244795690

PUBLIC SAFETY SHARED SERVICES CENTER.
* @ Consolidation and reorganization activities as of May 31, 2008, pursuant to Executive Order 2006-6. May 31, 2008. 2 p. I352.29 I29n no.2006-6 PSSSC OCLC# 144616946

RE-ENROLLING STUDENTS WHO DROPPED OUT OF SCHOOL, ILLINOIS TASK FORCE ON.
* @ Illinois Task Force on Re-enrolling Students who Dropped Out of School: final report. 2007. 59 p. I371.29 I2913 129fr OCLC# 191091405

RETIREMENT SYSTEM OF ILLINOIS, STATE UNIVERSITIES.
* @ Report to the Governor and General Assembly, use of emerging investment managers, fiscal year 2008. 2008. 1 vol. I331.252 STAT OCLC# 41067835

RETIREMENT SYSTEM, STATE EMPLOYEES'.
* @ Informer. December, 2007 - May, 2008. I351.5 SERS 6a OCLC# 14163602
* @ Sers-o-gram. April - August, 2008. (web site: http://www.state.il.us/srs/SERS/pubnewsletters_sers.htm) I351.5 SERS 7 OCLC# 5059069

RETIREMENT SYSTEM, TEACHERS'.
* @ Annual financial report summary for fiscal year ended June 30, 2007. 2008. 8 p. (web site: http://trs.illinois.gov/subsections/pubs/publications.htm) (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/07/44.html) I351.5 ILLI 2 OCLC# 45709328
* @ Topics & report. Winter, 2007 - Spring, 2008. (web site: http://trs.illinois.gov/subsections/pubs/publications.htm) (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/05/71.html) I331.252 TROP OCLC# 35816402

REVENUE – see also:
GAMING BOARD, ILLINOIS.
REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF.


* @ Income exempt from tax. 2007. 8p. (PURL: http://iledi.org/ppa/meta/html/00/00/00/00/39/02.html) I336.242 INCO OCLC# 48812353

* @ Income tax letter rulings, 2007. 2008. 6p. I336.24 I29I INDEX OCLC# 27126317


* @ Sales and misc. tax letter rulings, 2007. 2008. 1 vol. I336.2713 I29L OCLC# 17397645

SCIENCE, ILLINOIS STATE ACADEMY OF.

* @ Transactions of the Illinois State Academy of Science. vol. 100, no. 3/4 - vol. 101, no. 3/4. 2007. I506 I29t OCLC# 1588890

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF.


* Alcohol/Drug Education & Awareness Program: use it & lose it study guide. 2008. 1 folded sheet I364.147 USE OCLC# 231745696

* Identity theft: don't become a victim. 2008. brochure. I364.163 IDEN 2008 OCLC# 206221105


* @ Illinois DUI fact book. 2008. 39p. I363.1251 ILLI c OCLC# 47137817

* Illinois new driver's license/ID card design. 2007. 5p. I352.87832 ILLI OCLC# 179923606

* Illinois student vote: an opportunity for you and your students to actively participate in the electoral process. 2008. brochure. I370.115 ILLI 2008 OCLC# 225052435

* @ Laws of the State of Illinois, 95th General Assembly, 2007 session. 2008. 7 vol. I348 ILLI 2 OCLC# 08890632

* @ Military license plates. 2008. brochure. I351.87834 MILI OCLC# 28985655

* Operation Straight ID for retail liquor merchants and licensee. 2008. brochure. I346 OPER 4 2008 OCLC# 259421715

* Park district and youth program license plates. 2008. brochure. I351.87834 PARK 2008 OCLC# 234391758

* Parking program for persons with disabilities. 2008. brochure. I362.43 PARK 3 2008 OCLC# 228427453

* @ Restoring your driving privileges. 2008. brochure. I343.0946 REST OCLC# 32411423

* Welcome to the Illinois State Capitol. 2008. 1 folded sheet. I917.7356 WELC 2008 OCLC# 264638084

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. ACCOUNTING REVENUE DEPARTMENT.

* @ Examiner: a newsletter for employees of the Secretary of State's Account Revenue Department. September, 2007. I352.84 EXAM OCLC# 173640763

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. COURT OF CLAIMS.

* @ FY 2007 annual report. 2008. 4p. I352.885 I29ar OCLC# 226394529

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. DRIVER SERVICES DEPARTMENT.

* @ Facility voice: a newsletter of the Driver Services Department. Summer, 2008. I351.8783 FACI OCLC# 46622142
SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. INDEX DEPARTMENT.
* Certificado oficial de documentos para uso en el exterior. 2008. brochure. 1352.84 CERT 2008 SPANISH OCLC# 221283113
* @ Lobbyist list, March, 2008. 2008. loose-leaf. 1328.368 I29e 5 OCLC# 25842139

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. INSPECTOR GENERAL.
* @ IG report: an update from the Secretary of State Inspector General. Summer, 2008. 1172.2 IGRE OCLC# 61197849

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. MERIT COMMISSION.
* @ Annual report, FY08. 2008. 7p. 1351.1 I29ar OCLC# 05236910

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. ORGAN/TISSUE DONOR PROGRAM.
* @ Life goes on: a newsletter for Secretary of State facility employees and other organ/tissue donor advocates. Winter - Fall, 2008. 1362.19795 LIFE 3 OCLC# 51873415
* Organ tissue donation: you decide. 2008. brochure. 1362.19795 ORGA OCLC# 277459681

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. POLICE DEPARTMENT.
* Career opportunities: Capitol Police. 2008. brochure. 1363.2 CARE 6 2008 OCLC# 276987428
* Career opportunities: investigator trainee, investigator. 2008. brochure. 1363.2 CARE 5 2008 OCLC# 276988710
* Hazardous Device Unit. 2007. brochure. 1363.259 ILLI 2007 OCLC# 166325432

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. SECURITIES DEPARTMENT.
* FSI: Fraud Scene Investigator, educating students about financial fraud. 2008. brochure. 1658.473 I29f OCLC# 234177636
* @ Securities bulletin. Spring - Summer, 2008. 1332.6 I29b 3 OCLC# 51870200

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. TRAFFIC SAFETY DIVISION.
* Click it or ticket: a law you can live with. 2007. brochure. 1629.276 CLIC 2 OCLC# 191048884

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF. VEHICLE SERVICES DEPARTMENT.
* @ Collegiate license plates. 2008. brochure. 1351.87834 COLL OCLC# 42136899
* Duplicate and corrected titles. 2008. brochure. 1351.87834 DUPL 2 2008 OCLC# 276987588
* Estates, facts about vehicle title transfers. 2008. brochure. 1351.87834 ESTA OCLC# 28985898
* Saluting agriculture license plates. 2008. brochure. 1351.87834 ILLI 7 OCLC# 236080640
* Support youth golf license plates. 2008. brochure. 1929.9 SUPP OCLC# 192005211
* Vanity & personalized license plates. 2008. brochure. 1351.87834 ILLI 2008 OCLC# 23369184

SECRETARY OF STATE, OFFICE OF; AND DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION. TRAFFIC SAFETY DIVISION.
* Keep me in a safe seat: guidelines for child passenger safety. 2008. brochure. 1363.12 CHIL OCLC# 2244247117

SENATE. GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
* @ Journal of the Senate of the ninety-fourth General Assembly of the State of Illinois, 2005 session. 2008. 5 vol. 1328.6 S- OCLC# 04359458
* @ Journal of the Senate of the ninety-fourth General Assembly of the State of Illinois, 2005 session. 2008. 1 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE 1328.6 S- OCLC# 70544919
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY (SYSTEM). BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
@ Annual report of the Board of Trustees Southern Illinois University, 2007-2008. 2008. 594p. 1378.053 SIU OCLC# 06190226

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE. DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY.
@ Kinesis. vol. 32, no. 2. Fall, 2005. 1105 KINE OCLC# 02280301
@ Kinesis. vol. 33, no. 1. Spring, 2006.
@ Kinesis. vol. 34, no. 2. Fall, 2007.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT CARBONDALE. SCHOOL OF LAW.
@ Southern Illinois University law journal. vol. 32. Fall, 2007. 1340.05 SIU OCLC# 2569791
@ Southern Illinois University law journal. vol. 32. Winter, 2008.
@ Southern Illinois University law journal. vol. 32. Spring, 2008.
@ Southern Illinois University law journal. vol. 32. Summer, 2008.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT EDWARDSVILLE.
@ Papers on language and literature. vol. 44, no. 1 - no. 4. Winter - Fall, 2008. 1820.5 PAPE 2 OCLC# 2449428

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PRESS.
Acanthaceae to Myricaceae: water willows to wax myrtles, by Robert Mohlenbrock. 2008. 440p. (Price: $67.00) 1581.977 MOHL OCLC# 13722285
Beyond the archives: research as a lived process, edited by Gesa E. Kirsch and Liz Rohan. 2008. 173p. (Price: $35.00) 1001.4 BEYO OCLC# 154309054
Broken brotherhood: the rise and fall of the National Afro-American Council, by Benjamin R. Justesen. 2008. 257p. (Price: $35.00) I323.1196073 JUST OCLC# 162507229
Cinema and sensation: French film and the art of transgression, by Martine Beugnet. 2007. 192p. (Price: $65.00) I791.430944 BEUG OCLC# 163625254
Community literacy and the rhetoric of public engagement, by Linda Flower. 2008. 281p. (Price: $33.00) I302.2 FLOW OCLC# 171151558
Composition and Cornel West: notes toward a deep democracy, by Keith Gilyard. 2008. 159p. (Price: $35.00) I305.896 GILY OCLC# 182735940
Confederate daughters: coming of age during the Civil War, by Victoria E. Ott. 2008. 215p. (Price: $29.95) I973.7 OTT OCLC# 137325098
Cumberland blood: Camp Ferguson's Civil War, by Thomas D. Mays. 2008. 194p. (Price: $24.95) I973.7 MAYS OCLC# 183392186
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Governor Henry Horner, Chicago politics, and the Great Depression, by Charles J. Masters. 2007. 245p. (Price: $24.95) I977.3 MAST OCLC# 70167520

Human Festival: the history of new plays at Actor Theatre of Louisville, by Jeffrey Ullom. 2008. 249p. (Price: $37.50) 1792.09769 ULLO OCLC# 173218765

Just and righteous cause: Benjamin H. Grierson's Civil War memoir, by Benjamin H. Grierson. 2008. 449p. (Price: $34.95) I973.7 GRIE OCLC# 185056547

Last predicta, by Chad Davidson. 2008. 64p. (Price: $15.95) I811 DAVI OCLC# 191882174

Lectures on ethics, 1900-1901, by John Dewey ; edied and with an introduction by Donald F. Koch. 2008. 456p. (Price: $30.00) 1170 DEWE 2008 OCLC# 181599789


Mixed methods research: exploring the interactive continuum, by Carolyn R. Benz. 2008. 207p. (Price: $35.00) 1001.4 BENZ OCLC# 163593751

Modern invention of information: discourse, history, and power, by Ronald E. Day. 2008. 139p. (Price: $30.00) 1306.142 DAY 2008 OCLC# 181599792


Papers of Ulysses S. Grant, edited by John Y. Simon. vol. 29. 2008. 526p. (Price: $100.00) I973.82 GRAN OCLC# 00382397


Refiguring rhetorical education: women teaching African American, Native American, and Chicanola students, 1865-1911, by Jessica Enoch. 2008. 225p. (Price: $35.00) I808 ENOC OCLC# 170202794


Rethinking racism: emotion, persuasion, and literacy education in an all-white high school, by Jennifer S. Trainor. 2008. 159p. (Price: $35.00) 1371.82900973 TRAI OCLC# 213599135

Rhetoric at the margins: revising the history of writing instruction in American colleges, 1873-1947, by David Gold. 2008. 199p. (Price: $35.00) 1808 GOLD OCLC# 147984718

Rhetoric of style, by Barry Bummett. 2008. 190p. (Price: $35.00) I302.2 BRUM OCLC# 181516974

Rhetoric of the new political documentary, edited by Thomas W. Benson and Brian J. Snee. 2008. 266p. (Price: $35.00) I070.1 RHET OCLC# 172521662
River through Illinois, by Daniel Overturf and Gary Marx. 2007. 234p. (Price: $39.95) OVERSIZE I977.3 OVER OCLC# 76261846

Shepherds of shadows, by Harry Mark Petrakis. 2008. 326p. (Price: $24.95) I813.54 PETR 4 OCLC# 213408659

Sphere of birds, by Ciaran Berry. 2008. 75p. (Price: $14.95) I811 BERR OCLC# 145733043


The early works, 1882-1898, by John Dewey. 5 vol. 2008. (Price: $40.00 per volume) I370.10924 DEWE 2008 OCLC# 244443490

The later works, 1925-1953, by John Dewey; edited by Jo Ann Boydston. 17 vol. 2008. (Price: $40.00 per volume) I370.10924 DEWE 3 2008 OCLC# 243465418

The later works, 1925-1953, by John Dewey; edited by Jo Ann Boydston. Index. 2008. (Price: $40.00)

The middle works, 1899-1952, by John Dewey; edited by Jo Ann Boydston. 15 vol. 2008. (Price: $40.00 per volume) I370.10924 DEWE 2 2008 OCLC# 241303184


Unfriendly witness: gender, theater, and film in the McCarthy era, by Milly S. Barranger. 2008. 197p. (Price: $37.50) I792.082 BARR OCLC# 173683792


When race becomes real: Black and White writers confront their personal histories, edited by Bernestine Singley. 2008. 335p. (Price: $19.95) I305.800973 WHEN OCLC# 227328198

Works of John Dewey, 1886-2006. 2007 1 CD-ROM. (Price: $49.95) SOFTWARE I016.191 LEVI 2 OCLC# 171551526

SPORTS FACILITIES AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS.
* @ Annual report. 2007. 2008. 20p. I352.9458 ILLI OCLC# 26970429

STATE DATA CENTER.
Census 2000 redistricting data. 2 CD-ROM. SOFTWARE I310 REDI 2000 OCLC# 212407690

STATE REHABILITATION COUNCIL OF ILLINOIS.

STUDENT ASSISTANCE COMMISSION, ILLINOIS.
* @ Data book. 2007. 2008. 117p. I378.34 ILLI OCLC# 41124454

SUPREME COURT.
* @ e Docket. January term - November term. 2008. I345.4 Sd- OCLC# 6794767

TOLL HIGHWAY AUTHORITY, ILLINOIS STATE.
* @ Annual report. 2006. 2007. 26p. I388.12 ISTH e OCLC# 27182580
* @ Annual report. 2007. 2008. 17p.
* Illinois Tollway: open roads for a faster future. 2008. 1 DVD. VIDEO I388.114 ILLI OCLC# 213352190
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TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF.
* @ Affirmative action plan, 2008. 2008. 430p. I331.133 I29af2 OCLC# 24576863
* @ Annual report, 2006. 2007. 53p.
* @ Caution: Illinois Department of Transportation Traffic Safety Magazine. Spring - Summer, 2008. I363.1256 I29c OCLC# 57409488
* Division of Highways. 2007 brochure. I388.1 DIVI 2007 OCLC# 1910484790
(web site: http://www.ilga.gov/commission/cgfa2006/home.aspx) OVERSIZE I658.383 DIVI OCLC# 236977832
Final environmental impact statement: Prairie Parkway study, Grundy, Kendall, and Kane Counties, Illinois. 2008. 4 vol. I625.7 PRAI Final OCLC# 223975202
* @ For the record 2008: fiscal year 2008 highway improvement accomplishments. 2008. 1 vol. I351.8642 I29f2 OCLC# 23284545
* @ Illinois oversize and overweight permit routes. November, 2007. 1 map. G4101 .P22 year/mo. I43 OCLC# 213391450
* Illinois state transportation plan. 2007. 41p. OVERSIZE I388.0112 ILLI 2007 OCLC# 191091277
* Oversize and overweight permit movements on state highways. 2006. 1 vol. I625.7 OVER OCLC# 212916307
* @ Proposed highway improvement program, 2007-2012. 2006. 1 vol. I625.7 ILLI 2 OCLC# 10843294
* @ Proposed highway improvement program, 2008-2013. 2007. 1 vol.
* @ Proposed highway improvement program, 2009-2014. 2008. 1 vol.
* @ Proposed improvements for Illinois highways, FY 2006. 2005. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I625.7 HP-a OCLC# 06659548
* @ Proposed improvements for Illinois highways, FY 2007. 2006. 1 vol.
* @ Statewide transportation improvement program FY 2009-2012. 2008. 1 vol. OCLC# 31251864
* @ Statewide transportation improvement program FY 2009-2012.2008. 1 vol. I388.109773 I29t DRAFT OCLC# 48170175
@ Supplemental specifications and recurring special provisions, adopted January 1, 2009. 2008. 179p. I625.7 I29s SUPP a OCLC# 27803123
* Understanding the Illinois size & weight laws. 2007. 13p. I388.324 UNDE 2 OCLC# 196845090

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF. AERONAUTICS DIVISION.
* @ Illinois aviation. 4th quarter, 2007 - 4th quarter, 2008. I629.1305 ILLI b OCLC# 05781560

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF. DESIGN AND ENVIRONMENT BUREAU.
@ Tabulation of bids received. January 18 – November 7, 2008. I625.7 I29t OCLC# 6455536
TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF. HIGHWAYS DIVISION.

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF. LAND ACQUISITION BUREAU.
* @ Annual report to the General Assembly required by Section 5/4-201.16 of the Illinois Highway Code, FY 2008. 2008. 4p. I333.11 I29a OCLC# 21465371

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF. LOCAL ROADS AND STREETS BUREAU.
* @ Illinois interchange: technology transfer today for tomorrow. vol. 15, no. 4 - vol. 16, no. 2. Winter, 2007 - Summer, 2008. (web site: http://www.dot.il.gov/blr/t2center.html) I338.926 ILLI OCLC# 44011518
@ Notice to contractors bulletin. no. 08-01 - no. 08-52. January 3 - December 25, 2008. (web site: http://www.dot.state.il.us/blr/blrbulletin.html) I625.7 NOTI OCLC# 7225236

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF. MATERIALS AND PHYSICAL RESEARCH BUREAU.
Manual of test procedures for materials: aggregate, hot mix asphalt, Portland cement concrete, soils, and other materials. 2007. 1 vol. OVERSIZE I625.8 I29m 2007 OCLC# 219660158

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF. RAILROADS BUREAU.

TRANSPORTATION, DEPARTMENT OF. TRAFFIC SAFETY DIVISION.
* @ Illinois crash facts and statistics, 2004-2005. 2006. 60p. I312.44 I29m 2a OCLC# 27138036
* @ Illinois crash facts and statistics, 2006. 2007. 52p.

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS (SYSTEM).
* @ Annual financial report fiscal year 2007. 2008. 52p. I658.1593 UNIV 2 OCLC# 37950711

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS (SYSTEM). BOARD OF TRUSTEES. ILLINOIS VIRTUAL CAMPUS.
* @ Distance education enrollments at Illinois colleges and universities. Fall, 2007 - Summer, 2008. I371.35 DIST 2 OCLC# 73270401

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT SPRINGFIELD.
Illinois governors: mostly good and competent, by Robert P. Howard; revised and updated by Taylor Pensoneau and Peggy Boyer Long. 2007. 386p. (Price: $34.95) I351.00313 HOWA 2007 OCLC# 141852121
@ Illinois issues. vol. 34, no. 1 - no. 11. January - November, 2008. (web site: http://illinoisissues.uis.edu/) (Price: $39.95 per year) I320.9 ILLI OCLC# 3859340

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT SPRINGFIELD; AND ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON CONTINUING HIGHER EDUCATION.
Perspective of selected family literacy programming staff in Illinois, by Vickie S. Cook, Ph.D. 2008. 45p. I302.2244 COOK OCLC# 192045104

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. COLLEGE OF LAW.
@ The elder law journal. vol. 15, no. 1. 2007. I346.7301 ELDE OCLC# 28284236
@ The elder law journal. vol. 15, no. 2. 2007.
@ University of Illinois law review. vol. 2007, no. 4 - vol. 2008, no. 1. 2007 - 2008. I340.05 U58Le OCLC# 7466281
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS.
Weekly outlook. January 7 - December 15, 2008. 1338.1 129fa 3 OCLC# 6884940

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY.
Kaesberg-Schautd Site (11R594) and late woodland settlement in the Mary's River Valley, by Brian M. Butler, Mark J. Wagner, Anne Cobry DiCosola, et al. 2008. 284p. (Transportation archaeological research report no. 13) (Price: $22.50) I977.392 KAES OCLC# 191763230

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING.
* Assessment of the seismic vulnerability of wall pier supported highway bridges on priority emergency routes in Southern Illinois, by John L. Bignell, et al. 2006. CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-004.) SOFTWARE I625.7 129tr no. 007-004 OCLC# 163156846
* CVISM - CVVIEW/SAFER database mapping project, by Peter Nelson, et al. 2007. CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-003.) SOFTWARE I625.7 12tr no. 07-003 OCLC# 163159396
* Design and concrete material requirements for ultra-thin whitetopping, by J. Roesler, A. Bordelon, A. Ioannides, M. Beyer, and D. Wang. 2008. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 08-016) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 08-016 OCLC# 245035163
* Dynamic modulus performance of IDOT mixtures, by Samuel H. Carpenter. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-008) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 07-008 OCLC# 216929712
Dynamic modulus performance of IDOT mixtures, by Samuel H. Carpenter. 2007. 91p. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-008) I625.7 ICT no. 07-008 OCLC# 216929746

* Evaluation of hot-mix asphalt sampling techniques, by Mostafa Elseifi. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-010) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 07-010 OCLC# 216668613
Evaluation of hot-mix asphalt sampling techniques, by Mostafa Elseifi. 2007. 55p. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-010) I625.7 ICT no. 07-010 OCLC# 216670457

* Evaluation of risk in end-result specifications for asphalt pavement construction, by William Buttlar and Anshu Manik. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-013) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 07-013 OCLC# 219674972

* Extended life hot mix asphalt pavement (ELHMAP) test sections at ATREL, by S. H. Carpenter. 2008. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 08-017) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 08-017 OCLC# 245033620

* Fatigue performance of IDOT mixtures, by Samuel H. Carpenter. 2006. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-007) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 07-007 OCLC# 216929888
Fatigue performance of IDOT mixtures, by Samuel H. Carpenter. 2006. 40p. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-007) I625.7 ICT no. 07-007 OCLC# 216929836
HMA dynamic modulus predictive modules: a review, by Gabriel Garcia and Marshall Thompson. 2007. 95p. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-005) I625.7 ICT no. 07-005 OCLC# 192099101

* HMA dynamic modulus predictive modules: a review, by Gabriel Garcia and Marshall Thompson. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-005) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 07-005 OCLC# 216670887

* HMA dynamic modulus: temperature relations, by Gabriel Garcia and Marshall Thompson. 2007. 91p. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-006) I625.7 ICT no. 07-006 OCLC# 192099413

Nighttime construction: evaluation of lighting glare for highway construction in Illinois, by Khaled El-Rayes, Liang Y. Liu, Feiniosky Pena-Mora, Frank Boukamp, Ibrahem Odeh, Mostafa Elseifi, and Marwa Hassan. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 08-014) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 08-014 OCLC# 236485721

* Phase II: CRS prediction model development, by Laura Keckel and Yanfeng Ouyang. 2007. 124p. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-009) I625.7 ICT no. 07-009 OCLC# 219662157

Phase II: CRS prediction model development, by Laura Keckel and Yanfeng Ouyang. 2007. 71p. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-011) I625.7 ICT no. 07-011 OCLC# 219657614

* Phase III: CRS prediction model development, by Laura Keckel and Yanfeng Ouyang. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-011) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 07-011 OCLC# 219656487

* Proceedings of the mobile source air toxics peer exchange meeting, by Dr. Jie (Jane) Lin, et al. 2006. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-002.) SOFTWARE I625.7 I29rn no. 07-002 OCLC# 163144537

* Proceedings of the particulate matter hot spot analysis peer exchange meeting, by Jie (Jane) Lin, Wenzjng Pu, and Walt Zywiecinski. 2008. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 08-015) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 08-015 OCLC# 236484611

* Reclaimed asphalt pavement -- a literature review, by Inad L. Al-Qadi, et al. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Transportation engineering series no. 07-001.) SOFTWARE I625.7 I29tr no. 07-001 OCLC# 163158195

* Update condition rating survey (CRS) calculation prediction models: final report, by Laura Heckel, and Yanfeng Ouyang. 2007. 1 CD-ROM. (Civil engineering studies. Illinois Center for Transportation series no. 07-012) SOFTWARE I625.7 ICT no. 07-012 OCLC# 236484604

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. GRADUATE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE.

Library trends. vol. 56, no. 2 - vol. 57, no. 1. Fall, 2007 - Summer, 2008. 1020.5 LIBR OCLC# 2313195

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN. SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN.

Visual arts research. vol. 33, Special. 2007. (Price: $45.00 for individuals; $55.00 institutions per year) 1371.335 REV1 b OCLC# 09069635
"Baad bitches" and sassy supermamas: Black power action films, by Stephane Dunn. 2008. 166p. (Price: $50.00) 1791.43 DUNN OCLC# 177019488


About Bach, edited by Gregory G. Butler, George B. Stauffer, and Mary Dalton Greer. 2008. 216p. (Price: $30.00) 1780.92 ABOU OCLC# 181730546

African or American?: Black identity and political activism in New York City, 1784-1861, by Leslie M. Alexander. 2008. 258p. (Price: $45.00) 13051.896 ALEX OCLC# 177019502

African women playwrights, edited and with an introduction by Kathy A. Perkins; forward by Amandina Lihamba. 2009. 364p. (Price: $65.00) 1822 AFRI OCLC# 213451311

Alice Paul and the American suffrage campaign, by Katherine H Adams and Michael L. Keene. 2008. 274p. (Price: $60.00) 1224.6 ADAM OCLC# 141187851


American naturalism and the Jews: Garland, Norris, Dreiser, Wharton, and Cather, by Donald Pizer. 2008. 88p. (Price: $30.00) 1810.9 PIZE OCLC# 177019344

American women stage directors in the twentieth century, by Anne L. Flotso and Wendy Vierow. 2008. 461p. (Price: $60.00) 1792.02 FLIO OCLC# 141386485

America's religion: from their origins to the twenty-first century, by Peter W. Williams. 2008. 658p. 3rd edition. (Price: $95.00) 1200.973 WILL 2 2008 OCLC# 190760651

Ancient Rome in early opera, by Robert C. Ketterer. 2008. 253p. (Price: $40.00) 1782.1 KETT OCLC# 215173135

Asen, ancestors, and vodun: tracing change in African art, by Edna G. Bay. 2008. 186p. (Price: $40.00) 1370.089 BAY OCLC# 128237066

AsiaPacifQueer: rethinking genders and sexualities, edited by Frank Martin, et al. 2008. 278p. (Price: $70.00) 1306.76 ASIA OCLC# 154789798

Bach perspectives, edited by Gregory Butler. vol. 7. 2007. 121p. (Price: $60.00) 1780.92 BACH 2 OCLC# 144596144

Ballroom, boogie, shimmy sham, shake: a social and popular dance reader, edited by Julie Malnig. 2009. 337p. (Price: $75.00) 1792.309 BALL OCLC# 212908856

Baseball: a history of America's game, by Benjamin G. Rader. 2008. 296p. (Price: $60.00) 1796.3570973 RADE OCLC# 182553019

Been a heavy life: stories of violent men, by Lois Presser. 2008. 183p. (Price: $65.00) 1305.38 PRES OCLC# 193905608


Black star: African American activism in the international political economy, by Ramla M. Bandele. 2008. 230p. (Price: $40.00) 1320.5 BAND OCLC# 212409960

Blues empress in black Chattanooga: Bessie Smith and the emerging urban South, by Michelle R. Scott. 2008. 198p. (Price: $60.00) 1782.421643092 SCOT OCLC# 177019548

Body eclectic: evolving practices in dance training, edited by Melanie Bales, and Rebecca Nettl-Fiol. 2008. 264p. (Price: $70.00) 1792.807 BODY OCLC# 167517330
Building the body politic: power and urban space in Washington, D.C., by Margaret E. Farrar. 2008. 183p. (Price: $45.00) 1307.7609753 FARR OCLC# 173498719

California polyphony: ethnic voices, musical crossroads, by Mina Yang. 2008. 184p. (Price: $40.00) 1790.9794 YANG OCLC# 162145875

Charles Ives reconsidered, by Gayle Sherwood Magee. 2008. 231p. (Price: $35.00) 1780.92 MAGE OCLC# 177019330

China forever: the Shaw Brothers and diasporic cinema, edited by Poshek Fu. 2008. 270p. (Price: $60.00) 1791.43095125 CHIN OCLC# 190877389

Chinese street opera in Singapore, by Tong Soon Lee. 2009. 218p. (Price: $40.00) 1782.1095957 LEE OCLC# 128237079

Circus queen and Tinker Bell: the memoir of Tine Kline, by Tine Kline; edited by Janet M. Davis. 2008. 359p. (Price: $65.00) 1921 KLIN OCLC# 191005794

Complete poems, by Claude McKay. 2008. 405p. (First Illinois paperback edition) (Price: $30.00) 1811.52 MCKA 2008 OCLC# 213451342

Corruption and Reform in the Teamsters Union, by David Scott Witwer. 2008. 298p. (Price: $25.00) 1331.88 WITW 2008 OCLC# 154789824


Crossing the border: a free Black community in Canada, by Sharon A. Roger Hepburn. 2007. 252p. (Price: $40.00) 1971.3 HEPB OCLC# 85622776

Cuban zarzuela: performing and gender on Havana's lyric stage, by Susan Thomas. 2009. 250p. (Price: $40.00) 1782.1 THOM OCLC# 177019600

Culture makers: urban performance and literature in the 1920s, by Amy Koritz. 2009. 200p. (Price: $40.00) 1700.973 KORI OCLC# 216938274

Dark horses: poets on overlook poems: an anthology, edited by Joy Katz and Kevin Prufer. 2007. 216p. (Price: $50.00) 1821.008 DARK OCLC# 60414411

Dark Victorians, by Vanessa D. Dickerson. 2008. 163p. (Price: $35.00) 1305.800941 DICK OCLC# 163592995

Designing for diversity: gender, race, and ethnicity in the architectural profession, by Kathryn H. Anthony. 2008. 256p. (Price: $25.00) 1720.8 ANTH 2008 OCLC# 154789818


Domestic perspectives on contemporary democracy, edited by Peter F. Nardulli. 2008. 178p. (Price: $80.00) 1321.8 DOME OCLC# 159919470

Dudley Buck, by N. Lee Orr. 2008. 138p; 1 CD-ROM. (Price: $45.00) 1780.92 ORR OCLC# 177069162

Embodying American slavery in contemporary culture, by Lisa Woolfork. 2008. 233p. (Price: $40.00) 1306.3 WOOL OCLC# 213846158

Emma Goldman: documentary history of the American years, edited by Candace Falk. vol. 1. 2008. (Price: $35.00) 1921 GOLD 2008 OCLC# 182573468

Emma Goldman: documentary history of the American years, edited by Candace Falk. vol. 2. 2008. (Price: $35.00)


Everything was better in America: print culture in the Great Depression, by David Welky. 2008. 266p. (Price: $65.00) I071.3 WELK OCLC# 176861826

Face of time, by James T. Farrell; with an introduction by Charles Fanning. 2008. 286p. (Price: $70.00) I813.52 FARR 7 OCLC# 192045779

Father and son, by James T. Farrell. 2008. 482p. (Price: $70.00) I813.52 FARR 5 OCLC# 177824404

Feeling modern: the eccentricities of public life, by Justus Nieland. 2008. 313p. (Price: $60.00) I306.4 NIEL OCLC# 173182464

Female gladiators: gender, law, and contact sport in America, by Sarah K. Fields. 2008. 212p. (First Illinois paperback) (Price: $25.00) I796 FIEL 2008 OCLC# 213451341
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Follow your heart: moving with the giants of jazz, swing, and rhythm and blues, by Joe Evans. 2008. 167p. (Price: $24.95) I781.65092 EVAN OCLC# 162145857

From Yehweh to Yahoo!: the religious roots of the secular press, by Doug Underwood. 2008. 346p. (First Illinois paperback edition) (Price: $25.00) I070.9 UNDE 2008 OCLC# 213451294

Gangs in the global city: alternatives to traditional criminology, edited by John M. Hagedorn. 2007. 356p. (Price: $65.00) I324.106 GANG OCLC# 62897553
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German film after Germany: toward a transnational aesthetic, by Randall Halle. 2008. 239p. (Price: $60.00) I384 HALL OCLC# 177019448
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